“As such, the EPP Group enshrines net
neutrality as a policy objective that needs to
be implemented at EU level. It is of crucial
importance to provide a level playing field
for all actors in the web. As such, it is a
fundamental characteristic of the free and
open Internet.”
http://stream.eppgroup.eu/Activities/docs/year2012/hearing_
internet_en.pdf

“However, net neutrality is a red line, not
only for our group but above all for citizens
who have made their views clear and asked
for a positive vote on the alternative
amendment we tabled.”
http://www.socialistsanddemocrats.eu/newsroom/sds-welcomeend-roaming-will-not-yield-net-neutrality

"The internet must remain open and neutral
and we need clear rules on how traffic is
managed to ensure that there is no anticompetitive behaviour. A situation where
certain large companies get preferential
treatment for their content while smaller
providers and educational services only have
access to a 'second-class' internet is not in
the public interest and I will certainly not
accept any text that would permit this. The
principle must be firmly enshrined law."
E-mail received from Vicky Ford, ECR, 25 June 2015

“It is important that blocking and throttling
will now be illegal. Liberals have tabled
amendments to safeguard net neutrality and
to define specialised services.”
http://www.alde.eu/nc/plenary-session/plenary-details/article/
parliament-votes-to-end-roaming-fees-and-safeguard-netneutrality-42941/

“What is important for us is clear, binding
protection for net neutrality. That's what we
wanted at the time of the vote and that's still
what we want now. Anyone who wants to
promote startups needs to limit market
power and promote net neutrality. Support
the "save the internet" campaign and put
pressure on the Council to support these
principles.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UjUCf0NvhfI

“Thankfully, a majority of MEPs has seen
sense today and voted to uphold the
principle of net neutrality in the EU. The
proposals by the Commission, which would
essentially have given large providers the
all-clear for discriminating against users as
they see fit, have been revised.”
http://www.greens-efa.eu/electronic-communications-12163.html

"(…) I oppose and I will strongly oppose a
conclusion of the negotiation which would
not completely respect the European
Parliament's vote on the abolition of roaming
and on net neutrality."
http://www.dariotamburrano.it/inaccettabile-tentativo-di-ucciderela-neutralita-della-rete-in-cambio-di-concessioni-sul-roaming/

